[Histo-morphometry of bone mass and cellularity using image analysis: characterization of infiltration patterns in CLL].
The aim of this study was to investigate a possible influence of lymphocytic infiltration in Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL) on bone mass, according to the infiltration patterns. We have studied histological preparations from decalcified and paraffin included bone biopsies and used a histomorphometric study through a mixed (interactive-automatic) image analysis, in order to quantify bone trabecular (BT/TV) and cellular volume (CV). Preparations were visualized via a 2.5 objective; a video camera was adapted and connected to a computer with analogical-digital converter incorporated. After the image was captured, a binarization was made by trabecular and medullary spaces segmentation; automatically, we calculated trabecular area (TA) and cellular area (CA). Expressions indicated above were used to calculate BV/TV and CV, expressed in percentage: BV/TV (%) = [TA/(TA + CA)] x 100, and CV (%) = [CA/(TA + CA)] x 100. 92 normal biopsies and 79 CLL biopsies were studied (Nodular 12, Diffuse 22, Interstitial 23, Mixed 22). BT/TV in normal subjects age over 45, was 18.40%; it was lower in CLL subjects, 17.25%. CV was 33.62% in normal cases and significantly higher in CLL with 42.95%. According to the infiltration patterns, Nodular pattern showed similar value to normal biopsies, versus Diffuse pattern with BT/TV of 16.19% and CV of 51.49%. Significantly, a high CV value was accompanied of a low B/TV value, in normal and CLL subjects. We analyzed histomorphometrically trabecular volume as expression of bone mass in undecalcified biopsies. CLL infiltration tended to show a lower trabecular volume. Diffuse pattern presented the higher cellular infiltration and bone mass destruction.